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A Syntax-focused Kindergarten Lesson
 

This syntax-focused kindergarten lesson includes a review of short vowel sounds and gestures, reading and sorting

decodable words into nouns and verbs, action expansion, and practice reading sentences for prosody.

Watch as Literacy How Mentor, Elke Blanchard, helps children understand that sentences have a who and a do.

We begin this instruction in kindergarten by explaining to students that sentences have a who or what (a namer because
a noun names a person, place, or thing) and a do (an action word that tells what the who is doing). We have the children

sort pictures into the who/what column or the do column on a pocket chart. Then they choose a picture from the who
column (dogs) and combine it with a picture from the do column (bark) to make a sentence.

https://youtu.be/SGYFaDvsuyQ
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Teach students to ask a series of questions about the function of words that will help them label the ‘parts of

speech’.  For young children, we refer to the parts of speech as the building blocks of sentences. Here’s a sample
sentence: Our wet, hairy dog crawled under my bed during the thunderstorm. 

Ask who or what did it? dog (looking for the namer/noun – the who/what)
Ask what did it do? crawled (looking for the action word/verb – the do) 
Ask ‘how many, what kind, which one? wet, hairy  (looking for adjectives describing the namer)
Ask where, when,how, why? under the bed, during the thunderstorm (looking for adverbs that tell about the
action)

Explicit instruction in function-based questions can improve both sentence-level comprehension and sentence writing.
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Start with oral language activities to develop syntactic awareness in order to improve sentence comprehension.

Use this formal frame activity to help students produce competent verbal or written responses. These begin as sentence
starters, but add critical grammatical and lexical clarification and support.

Teacher Tip: Teach Syntax in Context

Evidence suggests that studying syntax and grammar out of context through rote memorization does not result
in improved performance. Integrate syntax/grammar instruction into the revision and editing process. Pull individual
sentences from students’ text as well as their writing to help them make sense of various sentence structures. You can

also ask them to combine two short sentences from their writing to make a more complex sentence that includes
conjunctions.
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Provide adequate professional development time for teachers to learn how to observe students’ oral language behaviors
and analyze their written expression for signs of difficulties with syntactic awareness and sentence level comprehension

skills.
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Read more to learn more!
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The Literacy How Professional Learning Series translates the latest reading research into how-to
instruction. The Knowledge to Practice book Series—Phonemic Awareness and Phonics, Syntax, Vocabulary,
and Comprehension—is based on the current and comprehensive Literacy How reading model. It draws upon
the authors’ decades of expertise and experience working with thousands of general and special education
teachers. Based on Chall’s Stages of Reading Development, the Series emphasizes Pre-K-3rd grade
conceptual and skill development. Teachers of older emerging or struggling readers will also find these tools

useful.

Each book contains relevant research, knowledge for effective instruction, activities for instruction and informal
assessment, and text selection skills analysis.
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Purchase Syntax Knowledge to Practice Book on Amazon

http://www.onlinedigeditions.com/publication/?i=168312&p=7
https://www.literacyhow.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/A-Case-for-the-Sentence.pdf
https://pubs.asha.org/doi/pdf/10.1044/cicsd_34_S_44
https://www.literacyhow.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Literacy-How-Inc-307844400779
https://twitter.com/Literacy_How
https://www.literacyhow.org/
https://literacyhow.us7.list-manage.com/vcard?u=e948e1037d5d7ec401d9a930f&id=562be9f17d
https://literacyhow.us7.list-manage.com/profile?u=e948e1037d5d7ec401d9a930f&id=562be9f17d&e=%5BUNIQID%5D&c=342d9f90bb
https://literacyhow.us7.list-manage.com/unsubscribe?u=e948e1037d5d7ec401d9a930f&id=562be9f17d&e=%5BUNIQID%5D&c=342d9f90bb
http://www.mailchimp.com/email-referral/?utm_source=freemium_newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=referral_marketing&aid=e948e1037d5d7ec401d9a930f&afl=1
https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Practice-Literacy-Professional-Learning/dp/1981011900/ref=pd_bxgy_img_3/143-5999586-5392629?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1981011900&pd_rd_r=ec42cb68-c2f6-4864-8b03-6a94f94f9935&pd_rd_w=1HivC&pd_rd_wg=hGXkO&pf_rd_p=fd08095f-55ff-4a15-9b49-4a1a719225a9&pf_rd_r=Q9EGZPDP4ZXTPA3SNSXT&psc=1&refRID=Q9EGZPDP4ZXTPA3SNSXT

